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1 - Yami Yugi

Behind the Scenes

Ryuko: Hey hey! ^^ I wrote this when I first started to like Yugioh..which was.... AGESSSSS ago...
Maybe a year and a half? Anyway this fic is a collection of bloopers that happened to the YGO cast as
they were filming for the show Yu-gi-oh! Sure they make everything look simple in the show. When
they’re about to lose and it’s their last draw, they trust, and draw the card they need. Then they throw it
onto the duel disk, summon the monster, and wa la~ they win!
But in reality, it takes a lot of trial and error to look as cool as they do on the show..
Here are some bloopers that we don’t get to see - they occur behind the scenes^^
*places in a video tape* This is Yami’s secret footage. Grab some pop-corn and enjoy!^^

Disclaimer 1: I don’t own Yugioh, nor do I own it’s characters.
Disclaimer 2: If I make characters look stupid or slightly bashed it is for the sake of the fanfiction and is
not intended to offend anybody. So no flames about that please ^^ You have been warned!!!!!

Yami intro- take 1

Yami: It’s time to due.. *drops cards* oops...
AAAAAH! Noooo!! My Dark Magician is flying away!!! Noooo come back!!!
Everyone: *rolls eyes*
Yami : *still chasing his card*
Director: CUT!

Yami intro- take 2

Yami: Alright Weevil. It’s time to... AAH! *trips over the stage step*
Everyone: *rolls eyes*
Weevil: Watch where you’re going, buddy...
Director: CUUUUUT!

Yami intro- take 35

Yami: Alright Weevil. It’s time to D- D-D- DU-UEL!
Director: CUT!!! It’s not D- D-D- DU-UEL it’s D-D-D-DUEL!! RAF!!!
Yami: ........ I see you’re obviously too poor to afford a sound effect system
Director: *sniffle* *holds out an empty purse*
Everyone: *rolls eyes*

Yami draws Summoned Skull – take 1



Weevil: You’ve got nothing!
Yami: This is what I’ve got! The Summoned......
Weevil: What?
Yami: Uhmm.....ehh.....
Weevil: ?_?;;
Director: *impatiently* WHAT’S WRONG?!
Yami: This isn’t the Summoned Skull.... It’s.... Kuriboh
Everyone: *falls over*
Kuriboh: Kuri? **

Yami draws Summoned Skull – take 35
Yami: *sigh*
Director: CUT! No sighing!

Yami draws Summoned Skull – take 59

Yami: (lively) Now I will defeat you! I draw the Summoned Sku.... ALLRIGHT! THAT’S IT!! *grabs his
deck and searches through it*
Director: CUUUUUUT!!
Yami: Ahha! There we are! *places the Summoned Skull on top of his deck*

Yami draws Summoned Skull – take 60

Yami: You’re a cheater, Weevil. And you expect the same of your opponent but I battle with honor..
*giggle* ..... ..... AHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!! O.O;
Everyone: Riiiiiight...-.-;; *roll eyes*
Director: *shows scissors with his fingers*
Camera guy: ?
Director: *sigh* CUT.....

Yugi vs Pegasus- take 1

Pegasus: Your turn, Yugi-boy
Director: (to Yugi) THINK!
Yami: card....hm
Pegasus: *smiles evily at Yami*
Yami: *thinking* oh ..wow... What a sexy smile.. geez can’t wait to get back to my magazines after all
this is over *drools mentaly*.... Oh yea.. right.... card.
Pegasus: ?o? Yugi-boi! *blushes* You should really stick to the script you know! Couldn’t you find a
clean minded-guy?
Director: Maybe you’re right..... *glares at Yami*
Yami: NOOOOO! Don’t fire me!!!!! *cries*
Director: CUT! Yami! Are you a tough guy or a wimp?
Yami: But... *sniff* it’s so hard! Waaaaaahhhh!



Yugi: Come on, Yami! Kick some villain @$$!
Yami: I don’t want to hurt anyone...
Yugi:.....loser......
Yami: I need a break...

~~

Ryuko-chan: So how did you like it?^^ Was it weird? Cool? Want more? Which character’s bloopers
should I reveal next?
Yami: Hey, Ryuko-chan have you seen my tape...?
Ryuko-chan: Gotta run! But for now review if you want to see more bloopers... !^_~
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